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Abstract: The dead body and the living body share cells and matter. There is an existence of a thing that distinguish a dead body "cells and matter" from a living body " cells, matter and life " if this thing exists then it is an entity this entity is the human spirit

Religion is equivalent to science. It doesn’t explore the universe with minds it explores the universe with feelings. You feel whether you go to afterlife or not and you feel whether this universe built by a creator or not. Science knows the creation feelings knows the creator.

Human is not just body that will rot it is also life. The body thinks it will die and rot and the spirit in the chest feels it will have eternal life.

The existence of soul is not a myth thing it is rather advanced knowledge. There is a difference between the idea that there was in history a creature that blow fire from its mouth and the idea that there is some element which is inside the body that gives life to the body, when a person dies this element is released and form another element which is the spirit, the difference is the first is just a story doesn’t need advanced knowledge. Ancient people did not have advanced knowledge and science to discover the spirit instead they felt the existence of spirit and made imaginations about it.

The body naturally knows harm is not good for the body, harm will cease the body, the body feels pain to alter the human. The spirit knows immorality is harmful and pain of regret alters the human to behave well.

These feelings and the spirit are in the chest:

"Then the Lord God formed man of dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living being"

Genesis 2:7

The spirit in the chest gives life to the heart and the heart spread the blood of life into the living body.